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If keeping up with your combined number of cards is overwhelming, 

check the accounts to figure out how many of them have a balance. 
Close the accounts you don’t use, pay off the small balance cards, 
and close them too. It's easier to stay on top of your credit use if you 

have fewer cards.
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Decide which accounts are the best ones for you and keep them. 
Having some long standing accounts on your report will boost your 
score. Keep the accounts you've had since before the marriage if 

they're in good standing. Add your spouse’s name on them so these 
accounts show up on their report too.

3
Watch your credit card balance. Ideally, you should carry a balance 
that is equal to 30% of your available credit. You might need to 

increase your payments to achieve this goal.

4
Be smart about increasing your limits. Increasing your limit is a good 
strategy as long as you maintain the 30% balance rule, but keep in 
mind that getting a higher credit limit means an inquiry will show up 

on your report.
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5
Make paying off loans and outstanding credit card debt a priority. 
Figure out how much you can afford to spend on these payments to 

pay off outstanding balances and loans as quickly as possible. This 
will prevent interest and other fees from accumulating.

6
Never miss a payment. You can easily make payments online with 

most credit card and loan providers. Take advantage of this to 
schedule easy payments and use a calendar to ensure you don’t miss 
any payments.

7
Avoid making frequent credit inquiries. Your credit score will be 
negatively impacted by a large number of inquiries. Credit checks 
will be performed when you apply for a loan, for a new card, a 

mortgage, or when you request an insurance quote.

8
Shop around when considering new sources of credit. Look at the 
APR, late fees, minimum monthly payments, and payment methods. 
Boosting your credit score is easier if you use products you can 

afford.

9
Check your credit reports regularly. You can request one free credit 
report each year from three different credit reporting agencies 
(TransUnion, Equifax, and Experian). Request one report every four 

months and have any mistakes corrected.

10
Assess your unique situation and look for strategies that are adapted 
to the issues you are encountering with your credit, as well as 
aligned with your overall financial goals.
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